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Description

Shop

HeadHat ceramic bowl pendant light by Equipo Santa & Cole.
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The Head Hat family is a highly flexible collection of pendant lights with ceramic or
metallic shades (Hats) in various sizes and an innovative LED capsule (Head) that
provides generous light. The combination of ingenious modular components and
minimal design make the Head Hat range a highly adaptable lighting system with
longevity and flexibility.
Ceramic Head Hat shades feature a gloss exterior and a matte finish interior and
come available in white ceramic and black ceramic.
Available in small and large.
The lighting capsule contains the LED light source which has a translucent white
diffuser and a heat sink with black matt finish. Supplied with 3m or 8m black cable.
Available in dimmable and non-dimmable options. Please note that dimming switch
is not included with dimmable version.
Ceiling rose has power supply integrated and is available surface-mounted or
recessed. Surface-mounted option is made of metal with a smooth matt finish and
is available in white or black. Recessed option has a metallic, matt finish circular
ceiling plate and is available in white only. Please note that the recessed version is
not dimmable.
Weight: Small - 1.1kg, Large - 1.6kg.
Light source (included): Built in 3-7W LED, 2,700K, 301Lm, Typical CRI: 83, Average
lifetime: 40,000 hours.
Dimensions:
Small shade: 14dia x 9cmh
Large shade: 20dia x 12cmh
Ceiling rose, non-dimmable: 10dia x 6cmh
Ceiling rose, dimmable: 11dia x 6cmh
Integrated ceiling plate: 10dia x 8cmh
Product code
ULM-HAT*
Delivery
Made-to-order: 3-4 weeks
Price
£324.00
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